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Short Description

This Cat 6A U/FTP Shielded Cable offers independently verified Cat 6A component compliant
performance and supports high speed protocols such as 10G Ethernet. The cable is backwards
compatible to all preceding cabling categories, ensuring support of all IP applications designed to run
over them.

The U/FTP construction does away with the need for a plastic central separator, making the cable more
flexible and easier to pull in. The individual foil shielded pairs ensure excellent NEXT performance whilst
eliminating the risk of Alien crosstalk and means that a much lower twist rate can be used when
compared to a U/UTP or F/UTP construction, thus making termination quicker and easier. The overall
diameter of just 7.1mm enables a tighter bend radius (just 28mm after installation) and facilitates the
installation of more cables in a given size of containment when compared to cables with an F/UTP
construction.

Supplied in 305m box with 305m to 1m cable metre marking making it easy to determine precisely how
much cable remains in a box.

Description

This Cat 6A U/FTP Shielded Cable offers independently verified Cat 6A component compliant
performance and supports high speed protocols such as 10G Ethernet. The cable is backwards
compatible to all preceding cabling categories, ensuring support of all IP applications designed to run
over them.

The U/FTP construction does away with the need for a plastic central separator, making the cable more
flexible and easier to pull in. The individual foil shielded pairs ensure excellent NEXT performance whilst
eliminating the risk of Alien crosstalk and means that a much lower twist rate can be used when
compared to a U/UTP or F/UTP construction, thus making termination quicker and easier. The overall
diameter of just 7.1mm enables a tighter bend radius (just 28mm after installation) and facilitates the
installation of more cables in a given size of containment when compared to cables with an F/UTP
construction.

Supplied in 305m box with 305m to 1m cable metre marking making it easy to determine precisely how
much cable remains in a box.
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